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NYC Gallery Scene – Highlights Through October
29, 2017
New York City gallery shows that drew our attention this week range from paintings that play with perception
to woodcuts that depict lunar voyages to watercolors that grapple with gender identity or loss. Expect to
find paintings, sculpture, documentary works and installations on our list of exhibition highlights opening in
the galleries of New York. This week's selections include exhibitions in Chelsea and the LES as well as
Brooklyn, Midtown and Uptown. All shows open this week through October 29, 2017.
MIDTOWN
Sean Kelly Gallery: “Sam Moyer: Wide Wake”
October 27 through December 9, 2017
Opening Reception: Thursday, October 26, from 6 to 8 p.m.
In her first exhibition with Sean Kelly Gallery, Sam Moyer will present new paintings, sculpture and drawings
in “Wide Wake.”
With her new work, Sam Moyer will present hybrids that abstract the languages of painting and sculpture.
Drawing inspiration from architectural space and natural materials, Moyer produced a series of large-scale
paintings, drawings on oil paper and an architectural sculpture. Her architectural installation, composed of
immense sheets of stone carefully hinged and arranged to create a gateway, leads the way to a
compositional grid of 32 intimately scaled drawings. Her monumental 18-foot-long painting corresponds
with the nine other paintings on view in the main gallery. With a powerful aesthetic and refreshing
assurance, the works of “Wide Wake” bring together disparate aspects of the artist’s practice.
Sean Kelly Gallery is located at 475 10th Ave, New York, NY 10018. www.skny.com.
Click here for exhibition details.
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"Fog Dogged" by Sam Moyer, 2017. Stone, marble, hand painted canvas mounted to MDF panel, 92 1/2 x 52 x 3/4 inches. @ Sam
Moyer. Courtesy: the artist and Sean Kelly, New York.

